A‘o Hawaiʻi
Learning & Teaching ‘Hawaiian Style’

When kumu shows you …

Nānā ka Maka
Observe with your Eyes

La‘ie students’ field trip, 2007
When kumu speaks …

Hoʻolohe ka Pepeiao
Listen with your Ears

Manu Meyer, Hawaiian Professor
Hawaiʻi Island Food Summit 2007
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When kumu asks you to think …

Paʻa ka Waha
Close your Mouth, Reflect

Nainoa Thompson, Hawaiian Wayfinder
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When kumu says practice …

Hana ka Lima
Do with your Hands

Laʻie student field trip, 2007
A‘o Hawaiʻi

Learning & Teaching ‘Hawaiian Style’

When kumu asks if you understand …

A Laila Ninau
Then Ask Questions
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If you are teaching, you can ...

1. give learners something to observe
2. tell learners what you want them to know
3. give learners time to think about what they’ve seen and heard
4. let learners practice what they are supposed to do
5. then tell learners to ask questions about anything they still don’t understand

If you are learning, you can ...

1. observe what is being taught
2. listen to what is being taught
3. take time to think about what you see and hear
4. practice what you think you are supposed to do
5. after all this, then ask questions about anything you still don’t understand
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